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Relying on the newest
technology is one of
our oldest traditions

From the Chairman
asa Colina Hospital and Centers for Healthcare is a network of closely integrated
services that function as a continuum of care to provide for the needs of persons with
or at risk of disabling conditions. These days, almost any discussion related to
improving healthcare, whether it’s about reducing costs or improving patient care and
satisfaction, involves technology. Innovative breakthroughs in information, tools, and
devices are revolutionizing the way healthcare is delivered by rapidly changing the entire
medical field – from widespread adoption of electronic
medical records to advances in bio-medical engineering.
In fact, healthcare is still one of the most pressing challenges
facing our nation and may even be evolving at a quicker pace
than other industries. Team members at Casa Colina are
trained to be highly skilled in the use of modern technology
and are committed to providing the best possible experience.
This in turn helps us improve patient outcomes, reduce the
frequency of doctor visits and avoid costly hospital stays and
expensive surgeries.
With new technological trends making a real difference
right here in our community and nationwide with patients
and medical and rehabilitation professionals, I would like to thank our donors, patients,
and families. Because of your unyielding support, the Board is committed to proudly
support the latest technology that healthcare has to offer, allowing Casa Colina to provide
the highest level of healthcare services available. Our leadership in healthcare has been
made possible by the belief in our mission that you share with us. I am committed to
continuing that proud tradition of Casa Colina as a purpose-led organization, calling on
the great range and diversity of our talent and capabilities.
The responsibility Casa Colina has to provide quality healthcare services in our
community is evident by the quality and type of community benefits it provides annually.
These services promote health and healing that are focused on addressing the identified
unmet health needs of the community. This includes free and low-cost screenings, support
groups, health education, preventive care and supportive services. It is this example of
caring by individuals that inspires caring in the whole community and reminds me of how
firmly and fundamentally compassion is woven into the fabric of our culture. This legacy
of caring continues as we renew the strong commitment that allows Casa Colina to be
highly regarded for excellent patient satisfaction and exceptional care.
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Message from the CEO
Just as technological innovation has led to numerous
changes in consumer products, it has changed the hospital
industry in profound ways. For example, now surgeons
have incredible instruments
to perform minimally
invasive procedures that did
not even exist a few years
ago, allowing patients
quicker recoveries and
improved outcomes.
Casa Colina continues to
remain true to its roots – its
core values – by continuously
exploring the most viable
and current technological
advancements that can
transform our patients’
lives. These innovations help us deliver better healthcare,
better outcomes and a better quality of life and hope for
thousands of people in our community each year.
As we celebrate the one-year anniversary of the
technologically advanced Medical-Surgical Hospital that
opened in April 2016, I reflect back on the solid progress
we have made on many fronts while establishing exciting
and novel ones as we embark on a new horizon in
addressing the community’s healthcare needs. When we
first opened our doors back in 1938, this meant the
introduction of aquatic therapy for children recovering
from the devastating effects of polio. Today, we’ve evolved
into a state-of-the-art acute care hospital that provides
medical-surgical and rehabilitation technology for all
ages and diagnoses while supporting and complementing
the services of our community’s neighboring hospitals.
The challenges we face in this ever-changing healthcare
landscape will require time, vigilance and dedication.
All of us at Casa Colina realize we are on a journey. Every
day, though, I am inspired by yet another story of how
we have delivered on our mission: to provide individuals
the opportunity to maximize their medical recovery and
rehabilitation potential efficiently in an environment that
recognizes their uniqueness, dignity and self esteem.
As the President and CEO of Casa Colina, I am
extremely honored and proud to be part of our long
history of the services we provide in our community for
more than 75 years. This is a tribute to the success and
stability of Casa Colina and the belief in the importance of
our purpose held in common with our professional staff
who are committed to offering high-quality care and a
compassionate team of experts in a caring, accessible and
friendly environment.

Felice L. Loverso, Ph.D.
President and CEO, Casa Colina Inc.
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Celebrating Our
New MedicalSurgical Wing
n April 16, 2016, Casa Colina Hospital and Centers for
Healthcare had a very special Grand Opening celebration for
its new Medical-Surgical Wing. It was attended by more than
200 invited guests, including elected officials, Casa Colina Board
members and staff as well as the area’s leading physicians and
surgeons who enthusiastically awaited the tour of its new wing.
It was a monumental afternoon since many in attendance
played a pivotal role in its design and planning. This building
represents the culmination of top surgeons, nurses and
professionals throughout the region who wanted to create a
preferred surgical facility for physicians who specialize in a wide
variety of procedures – from orthopedic and neurosurgery to
gastroenterology, urology and other specialties. In recognition of
their contributions, Elliott Rothman, former Mayor of Pomona;
Grace Napolitano, Congresswoman of the 32nd Congressional
District; and Casa Colina Board Chairman, Steve Norin offered
high praise for those involved in every aspect of its construction.
As they gathered on the east side of the new building under a
large archway of balloons, confetti fell from the air just as Casa
Colina President and CEO, Felice Loverso, Ph.D., cut the ribbon
with a giant pair of gold scissors. “With our new hospital wing,
Casa Colina will further meet its goal of providing the highest level
of patient-centered medical and surgical care available in our
region,” stated Dr. Loverso.
Everyone had an opportunity to take a tour inside the 38,500square-foot Medical-Surgical Wing. It was a gratifying moment for
those involved in its development to see that their vision of what
this hospital could be – with its three spacious operating rooms
offering the most advanced technology, a gastroenterology
procedure room, a six-bed intensive care unit as well as 25 private
patient rooms – was now a reality.
When tour groups stepped outside the new hospital waiting
room, they observed the heartwarming artwork commissioned to
recognize those who helped shape Casa Colina’s legacy. In this
peaceful Rountree Memorial Garden, the expansive hand-painted
mural also recognizes the cultural diversity of our community and
the patients we serve.
The celebration concluded under a white tent in the Fireplace
Courtyard with gourmet hors d’oeuvres and music performed by
The Mother Road Trio band. The new Medical-Surgical Wing
opened fully staffed for patient care on April 1, 2016.

O

The grand opening event included a ribbon cutting and confetti celebration that included (pictured from left to right): Steve Norin, Chairman of the Board of Directors;
Grace Napolitano, Congresswoman, 32nd District; Felice Loverso, Ph.D., President and CEO; Samuel Crowe, Esq., past Chairman of the Board of Directors; and
Elliott Rothman, former Mayor of Pomona.

Physicians, staff, volunteers and community members celebrated the opening of the new Medical-Surgical Wing.
Talk, tours, food and entertainment lasted into the early evening.
casacolina.org
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Rehabilitation Services

Relying on the newest technology
is not new at Casa Colina.
It’s a longstanding tradition.

1

Since 1936, when Frances Eleanor Smith, along with concerned community members and dedicated physicians, founded
Casa Colina, the world has evolved. That evolution is best symbolized by the gradual disappearance of obsolete technology in
favor of more advanced clinical tools and their application toward improved medical and rehabilitation outcomes.
Casa Colina's state-of-the-art
Inpatient Gym features the very latest
rehabilitation tools and equipment to
promote optimum patient outcomes.
Pictured from left to right: Stephanie
Kaplan, PT, DPT, ATP, Director of
Rehabilitation Services, and David
Patterson, M.D., board-certified
physiatrist and Medical Director
of Rehabilitation Services
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s a rehabilitation pioneer and a growing medical-surgical
provider, Casa Colina is a leader in the use of advanced
technology and is often the first to introduce many of the
modalities that are implemented in quality patient care today.
That is evidenced in the hospital’s successful treatment of
people with a wide range of diagnoses, from traumatic brain
injury (TBI) and spinal cord injury (SCI) to stroke, multiple
trauma, orthopedic injury, urologic conditions and far beyond.
“We’re truly state of the art,” said Dr. David Patterson,
a board-certified physiatrist and Medical Director of
Rehabilitation Services at Casa Colina. “What we’re seeing is
patients being helped with better bioengineering, prosthetics,
wheelchairs – we’re seeing dramatic improvements in
products like these that people may have to use for the rest
of their lives.”
Over the past 150 years, war has helped to drive many of
the advancements in rehabilitation. The Civil War, two world
wars, the Vietnam War and conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan
and elsewhere, each of which disabled massive numbers of
Americans, also helped fuel the development of clinical tools
used to rehabilitate patients.
As a result, the landscape has changed dramatically. For
instance, Casa Colina was among the first to install patient
lift systems in the majority of its hospital rooms, enabling
nurses to easily transfer immobile stroke, TBI, SCI, orthopedic
and critical-care patients to bathrooms and showers when
needed. In similar fashion, the harness-like Vector Gait and
Safety System® allows therapists to help patients to walk or
stand and enhance their mobility by incrementally enabling
them to support their own body weight. Specialized glasses
are used for improved vision, even for those who are legally
blind. Driving simulators help to retrain drivers with physical
or cognitive impairments. And, hyperbaric oxygen therapy is
enabling patients with burns and other serious wounds to
heal faster.
Other examples of clinical tools at Casa Colina are the
Dynavision system™, which improves cognitive processing,
and the SMART Balance Master® for balance assessment and

training, both used to treat patients with neurologic diagnoses.
“We’re definitely ahead of the curve,” Dr. Patterson said.
Nowhere is that more evident than with patients with
brain injuries, where repetition is the key to improving
neuroplasticity – the brain's ability to reorganize itself by
establishing new neural connections. According to Dr.
Patterson, modern therapy devices at Casa Colina enable
repetition like never before, optimally conditioning behavior.
Also important is the ability of new advancements to treat
patients more quickly. As insurance lengths of stay have
decreased – for SCI patients alone, from six months down
to four or five weeks – these have equipped therapists to
compensate by doing more in less time while at the same
time standardizing care. “Many rehabilitation providers,
including Casa Colina, are also relying on technology to fill
in the gaps when patients are away from their therapists and
working on their own,” Dr. Patterson said. Some devices
used during therapy at Casa Colina are even provided to
patients and their caregivers for continued use after
returning home.
“Choosing to implement a device often follows a
thoughtful, rigorous and practical process,” said Stephanie
Kaplan, PT, DPT, ATP, Director of Rehabilitation Services.
“Oftentimes, clinicians see a technology that we feel has
potential. We’ll bring it in for a demonstration with staff, and
we may even have a patient trial day so that we can evaluate
the device with those who would utilize it,” said Kaplan.
“That’s often where the rubber meets the road: does it allow
a patient to move or perform a task more easily, with greater
frequency, and can we integrate it into our day-to-day work?”
“Many of the advances we’ve seen involve materials that
are used to make devices,” Dr. Patterson said. “Prosthetics
have become much more lightweight, functional and stable.”
Indeed, prosthetics have changed immensely. In many
cases, bionic hands – the i-digits and i-limb prostheses – have
replaced traditional hooks due to their increased functionality.
Robotics and implantable devices, including peripheral
nerve and deep brain stimulators, help patients who have
casacolina.org
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Medical-Surgical Care

Casa Colina's new Medical-Surgical
Wing is home to three spacious operating
rooms with innovative technology
throughout to help promote better
surgical results. Pictured from left to
right: Shawna Sharp, RN, FA, CNOR,
Chief Nursing officer and Lew Disney,
M.D., board-certified neurosurgeon and
Chair of the Department of Surgery
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experienced spinal cord injuries and strokes make significant
strides toward normalcy – including standing and controlling
a computer. The ReWalk™ exoskeleton provides stability at
the trunk with movement at the hip and knee to enable these
patients to stand upright, walk, turn, and climb and descend
stairs. Voice-activated environmental control systems operate
home functions with voice commands. With stroke and TBI
patients, the Bioness system(s) assist walking for those who
have “foot drop” and opening/closing of the hand.
To treat spasticity, implantable programmable pumps
infuse drugs that enable patients to walk less rigidly. For
sports concussions, Casa Colina was one of the first West
Coast providers to offer ImPACT to athletes, a computerapplied pre- and post-injury neuroassessment tool.
For persons with limited ability to speak or hear,
augmented assisted communication, including the use of
adaptive smart phones and tablets, is offered through the
Casa Colina Technology Center. Hearing aids and cochlear
implants help the young and old to hear.
Still, staff must be judicious. “There’s so much out there
that is hope rather than helpful,” Dr. Patterson said. “We
really have to do our homework to ensure that each new
acquisition will truly benefit our patients.

C

asa Colina’s Medical-Surgical Wing, which opened in
April 2016, hasn’t had the cumulative years to reflect
Casa Colina’s tradition of high-tech evolution. Instead,
it opened from the start with technological excellence.
“We’ve done a fine job of availing ourselves to state-of-theart technology now while building in room for technologies
that are yet to be developed,” said Dr. Lew Disney, a boardcertified neurosurgeon and Chair of the Department of
Surgery. “Casa Colina is well ahead of what would exist in
most major teaching hospitals.”
Already, the Medical-Surgical Wing offers several high-tech
devices not found in most Southern California hospitals.
The latest da Vinci® Xi® surgical robot enables surgeons to
operate through a few small incisions. It features a magnified
three-dimensional high-definition vision system and tiny
wristed instruments that bend and rotate far better than the
human hand, providing enhanced vision, precision and
control – especially for urologic, gynecologic and general
surgical procedures.
The breakthrough Mako™ robotic surgical arm for partial
knee replacements enables surgeons to accurately target only
the damaged portion of a knee, leaving the healthy, unaffected
portions intact while minimizing pain, reducing hospital
stays and improving outcomes. Soon, this level of precision
will also be available for Casa Colina's total knee and total hip
replacement patients.
Other high-tech devices include the Visitor1® from
Karl Storz, an Internet-based telemedicine robot that enables
real-time video and audio collaboration with remote
clinicians; and the Zeiss operating microscope, which
includes a fluorescein luminescence module that permits
better delineation between a tumor and normal brain tissue.

“All physicians desire the best outcomes for their patients,
and you can get that utilizing the best technology,” said Shawna
Sharp, RN, FA, CNOR, Chief Nursing Officer at Casa Colina.
Dr. Disney added, “Additionally, you’re improving physician
comfort and even surgical confidence. As a result, you get
improved patient outcomes, including less post-operative
pain, faster recoveries and overall much happier patients.”
While not all technology appears “exciting” on the
surface, each piece is vitally important. Intraoperative image
guidance is one example. Using sophisticated medical
imaging, the device projects a 3D image of anatomy on a
monitor, enabling physicians and surgical staff to know
exactly where they are at all times during surgery relative to
a tumor or another anomaly.
“That’s been an absolute godsend,” Dr. Disney said. “In
the old days, there was a certain amount of guesswork, and
intraoperative image guidance has eliminated that guesswork.”
There are other examples. Endoscopic microscopes permit
surgeons to see around corners while navigating through
vessels and other anatomy. Operating room tables that descend
and rise facilitate better access to the body part on which the
surgeon is operating. Operating room lights with inline highdefinition cameras enable procedures to be displayed on
monitors so that everyone in the operating room can view a
live version of what the doctor is seeing and better anticipate
his or her next responsibility. The Radlink Galileo Positioning
System™ enables users to stream pre-operative images into
the operating room and compare them with intra-operative
images. The Cleansuite® System removes airborne particles
and contaminants away from the patient on the operating
room table, bathing them in HEPA-filtered air to reduce
infections. And, virtually all patient data is now available for
all to see on operating room monitors. And in the Intensive
Care Unit, integrated workstations throughout eliminate the
need for nurses to leave their patients and walk to a nurse
station in order to chart a patient.
“Almost all of our technology is physician driven,”
Sharp said. “Usually, the surgeons bring it to us, saying this
is something they’re either trained on or that they believe is
needed.” Often, surgeons and staff are trained concurrently
either on site or at another facility.
“We’ve incorporated best practices wherever possible,
and the technology we have in place has without a doubt
made that possible,” Dr. Disney said. “We believe that we’re
complementing the equipment and services that are available
at other hospitals within the community; having certain types
of technology available at Casa Colina allows us to locally
treat patients who in the past might have had to be referred
to a tertiary care center.”
It all adds up to one thing: the best patient care possible.
“Casa Colina is unique in that we’re highly patient- and
physician-centric,” Dr. Disney said. “The primary concern is
what can be done to make things better for the patient and
for the physician. At the end of the day, technology plays a
huge role in maximizing the ability of physicians to improve
the lives of their patients.”
casacolina.org
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im Otto has a zest for life. As a boy and later a young
man, he was an expert skateboarder, and as Tim
approached 50, he continued to surf and ski.
Those activities cause wear on the knees, but it was
something less conspicuous that brought the La Verne native
to Casa Colina to undergo a partial knee replacement using
the revolutionary Mako™ robotic arm-assisted surgical system.
“While jogging, I stepped off a curb to avoid a dog and
tore the meniscus in my left knee,” said Tim, now a Pomona
resident and a journeyman plumbing installer, describing the
2013 incident. “That started everything.”
Sadly, the cartilage in Tim’s knee was badly damaged.
Something more than traditional meniscus surgery had to
be done.
“I was bone on bone, and it was never the same after I
injured it,” said Tim.
Meanwhile, the pain Tim was experiencing continued over
the next three years, and he was forced to wear a knee brace.
“I had been undergoing knee injections and was looking
into different options – cartilage regrowth and things like that,”
Tim said. “In my 50s, I’ll need to work hard to finish out my
pension, and I didn’t want to wait around. I’ll want to play
hard, too!”
With the opening of Casa Colina Hospital’s new MedicalSurgical Wing on April 1, 2016, and implementation of the
Mako robotic arm-assisted surgical system soon thereafter,

T

Luis A. Corrales, M.D., board-certified orthopedic surgeon and Director of Joint Replacement Surgery,
pictured center, with patients Tim Otto, left, and Carole Gomez, right.

Robotic arm-assisted surgery ushers in
new benefits for knee replacement patients
8
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Tim scheduled an appointment with orthopedic surgeon Luis
A. Corrales, M.D., Director of Joint Replacement Surgery at
Casa Colina. After careful evaluation, Dr. Corrales
recommended Tim undergo a partial knee replacement using
the Mako robotic technology. His reasoning made sense: the
new surgical device could reduce pain, minimize
hospitalization, speed recovery, decrease scarring and provide
better motion, creating a more natural-feeling knee.
The knee consists of three compartments: medial (inside),
lateral (outside) and anterior (front), each of which are coated
with cartilage that enables the knee to bend and move
painlessly. The Mako robotic system, recommended
for patients whose damage involves only one
compartment, allows surgeons to make a
patient-specific surgical plan that details the
precise bone preparation and customized implant
positioning using a CT scan of the patient’s own
knee. With the Mako procedure, which takes
traditional partial knee replacement to a higher, more
accurate level, a three-dimensional virtual view of the patient’s
knee anatomy is created, and the images correlate to his or
her custom surgical plan.
“We’re able to plan the surgery and choose the orientation,
position and size of the components that we’re going to use
before we ever start the operation,” Dr. Corrales said.
During the actual surgery, as the surgeon maneuvers the

Tim Otto, a resident of Pomona,
enjoys surfing again after his
partial knee replacement surgery at
Casa Colina Hospital in June 2016.

casacolina.org
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robotic arm, its tactile, auditory and visual feedback limits
bone preparation to only the diseased areas and enables
real-time adjustments and more optimal implant positioning
and placement for each individual patient, eliminating the
“bone-on-bone” friction and arthritis.
“Casa Colina has state-of-the-art operating rooms, any
tool that’s needed to successfully perform the operation,
great nursing and operating room staff, outstanding
anesthesiologists who do a wonderful job controlling
postsurgical pain and a great facility where patients can
rest in comfort in a private room,” Dr. Corrales said.
“And, obviously, we have great physical therapists here.”
The first Mako robotic procedure was completed at
Casa Colina in May 2016 by Dr. Corrales, and as of
February 2017, upwards of 21 had been performed.
“The main reason for acquiring robotic technology
was to improve the surgical accuracy and outcomes of the
procedure,” said Dr. Corrales, who has almost a decade of
experience performing partial and full knee replacements
and who trained on the Mako robotic system for about
a year, meeting at various sites with surgeons who had
experience using the platform. “As the population ages
and remains active, there is a great need for this procedure
and technology.” Tim’s surgery was June 15, 2016, just more
than two months after Casa Colina became the first hospital
in the community to acquire the Mako robotic technology,
and the procedure lasted about 90 minutes. “Everything
went extremely smoothly,” Tim said. “Dr. Corrales is a very
good doctor, and Casa Colina is a great hospital.”
“My recovery was fast, and I was up and around before
I knew it. I believe I progressed much more quickly than
I would have had I undergone a full knee replacement –
and with less discomfort.”
Tim was discharged the day of surgery, was walking
that same day and began outpatient physical therapy at
Casa Colina within a week, a regimen that lasted less than
8 weeks. During that period, therapists used a stationary
bicycle, forward lunges, stretching and other exercises to
further increase his mobility.
“Halfway into PT, I didn’t even need to ice the knee,”
Tim said. “I was feeling really good very quickly.”
Dr. Corrales corroborated that. “By six weeks, he was
pretty much back to normal,” he said.
Today, Tim’s knee is functioning extremely well and
continues to improve, and he is able to do almost
everything he could do prior to his jogging accident three
years ago. He skateboards, surfs, rides a bicycle, walks –
avoiding stray dogs with greater care – and plans to ski
again. For Tim, life is good.
“Casa Colina is outstanding, and I received excellent
care,” he said. “I was so disheartened before the surgery,
not being able to do what I wanted. I definitely have a
new lease on life.”

10
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fter years of pain, Carole Gomez also underwent partial
left knee replacement at Casa Colina using the Mako
robotic system. As it did for Tim, the procedure gave
her a new lease on life.
The Covina resident’s problem began much differently
than Tim’s. “I had gained lots of weight, and when I had the
weight on, I didn’t have any problems,” said the longtime
accountant, who is 48. “As soon as the weight started coming
off, the knees really became an issue.”
Carole believes the damage may have been caused by the
weight she had carried for many years, and as her weight
dropped, she became more active, and the pain intensified.
Eventually, she required regular pain medication.
“My life did get better as I lost the weight, but at the same
time, I was noticing more and more pain and stiffness in my
knees,” she said.
Her diagnosis was osteoarthritis. Carole, who was “literally
on pain medication for five years,” was a perfect candidate for
the Mako robotic system, which will eventually be used at
Casa Colina to facilitate total knee replacements as well as
total hip replacements.
In Carole’s case, fate played an important role. She was
originally scheduled for a full knee replacement of the left
knee with Dr. Corrales in early 2015, but an abnormal presurgical electrocardiogram delayed surgery. By the time things
were normalized, her wedding date had almost arrived, and a
further delay was necessitated.
In the meantime, Casa Colina acquired the Mako robotic
system. After her wedding in September 2015, Carole
returned to Dr. Corrales, who at that point recommended she
undergo a partial knee replacement at Casa Colina rather than
a total knee replacement.
“Everything happens for a reason, and we switched from
total to partial, and my recovery was great,” she said. “When I
knew the procedure was going to be less invasive and that
recovery was going to be shorter, I was pumped.”
Carole’s procedure, also lasting about 90 minutes,
occurred in June 2016. Like Tim, She was discharged the
same day and was walking within hours. She remained
comfortable in the days that followed and returned to work
six days later. “It was nice; I felt fine – it was amazing.”

A

Carole Gomez, a resident of Covina,
is back on the road and hiking after
her partial knee replacement surgery
in June 2016.

Carole began outpatient physical therapy within a week
after surgery at San Antonio Regional Hospital’s Rancho
Rehabilitation Center, which is managed by Casa Colina.
Close to her workplace, she began therapy twice per week
and quickly reduced treatments to only once per week. Since
physical therapy ended and her home exercise regimen began,
Carole’s recovery has been steady. She’s now able to hike up
and down hills, doing virtually everything she could do before
her knee became damaged – and more.
“It is a less-invasive option; there’s a faster recovery, and
it does allow patients to enjoy a more active lifestyle,” said
Dr. Corrales, who indicated the robotic technology also
enhances physician confidence. ”This is particularly important
for younger patients. With the Mako partial knee system,
there’s a very high patient satisfaction rate because we’re only
replacing a third of the knee; the knee still functions normally,
and it feels very natural.”

In fact, Carole is so happy with the results that she plans
to undergo a partial knee replacement of her right knee in
2017 at Casa Colina, using the same Mako robotic technology.
“Today, I’m doing better than I ever expected,” she said.
“The pain is gone in my left knee. I’m dancing again; my
husband and I go motorcycle riding; we hike, and life is
really good. It’s even more exciting to know that soon I’ll get
the other knee done, and I’ll be even better than I am now.
My experience with Casa Colina was life changing.”
Dr. Corrales described both Tim and Carole as
wonderful patients.
“The challenge going in was that both patients were
relatively young,” he said. “They were feeling so good early on
that I had to hold them back a little to allow their bodies to
heal. Once we did that, both progressed faster and better than
either anticipated. I couldn’t be happier with their outcomes.”

casacolina.org
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She spent the past 30 years
helping her son and others
like him with traumatic
brain injuries

The Frances Eleanor Smith Legacy Society
In 1938, Frances Eleanor Smith, affectionately known as
“Mother Smith,” founded Casa Colina in response to the tragic
polio outbreak. In a
hacienda-style house in
Chino, she created a
place to care for young
children with polio
and taught them how
to regain their mobility
and “discover what is
possible” as they
became stronger and
more prepared to live
their lives to their
maximum potential.
After the development of the polio vaccine in the early
1950s, Casa Colina broadened its services to care for patients
of all ages with all kinds of physical injuries and disabilities.
Remaining true to Mother Smith’s pioneering spirit, today,
Casa Colina stands as a center of excellence in Southern
California offering medical and rehabilitation care across a
vast continuum of services.

In honor of Mother Smith’s legacy, Casa Colina created
the Frances Eleanor Smith Legacy Society. Since Casa Colina’s
founding in 1938, individuals dedicated to its long-term
success have set up planned gifts to support Casa Colina’s
mission. Some donors included Casa Colina as a beneficiary
of their wills, retirement plans or life insurance policies while
others added to Casa Colina’s endowment to continue their
annual support after they were gone. Each of these individuals
believed in Casa Colina’s mission and wanted to be sure it
could continue to thrive and provide a high level of medical and
rehabilitative care to those who could otherwise not afford it.
You are eligible for membership in the Frances Eleanor
Smith Legacy Society if you have:
◆ Provided for Casa Colina in your estate
◆ Funded a Life Income Agreement or other planned
gift (charitable gift annuity, charitable remainder
trust, charitable lead trust, or remainder interest in
a personal residence)
or if you have named Casa Colina as a beneficiary of your:
◆ IRA or other retirement plan
◆ Life insurance policy

We’re happy to answer any questions you may have about ways to support Casa Colina.
Contact Christopher Cole, Executive Director of Philanthropy, by calling 909/596-7733, ext. 2125 or
email ccole@casacolina.org to learn more about how you can touch the lives of the patients we serve.

n 1985, Christian Keith was a senior at Pacific Palisades
into each adventure and how much everyone enjoyed the
High School. As he drove down Pacific Coast Highway after
trips. To Sharon, it seemed like a good way to make life better
competing in a swim meet, a woman driving in the opposite
for those with TBI and other injuries, so she began supporting
direction crossed the centerline and hit him.
Outdoor Adventures and other TBI programs.
The impact left Christian with a traumatic brain injury
She started by giving regularly to Casa Colina’s fundraising
(TBI). He was immediately transported by helicopter to UCLA
appeals for Outdoor Adventures. She donated to help
Medical Center, where the 18-year-old underwent numerous
purchase adaptive sports equipment and to help support free
surgeries. “It was touch and go for a while,” his mother,
patient care. She sponsored various golf tournaments and
Sharon, recalled.
attended Casa Colina’s Tribute to Courage black tie galas.
A year later, after months in the intensive
As Sharon became more aware of the
care unit, neurological unit, and other local
need
for persons with TBI to find
“It’s a nice feeling when I
TBI rehabilitation facilities, Christian returned
appropriate long-term residential care, she
see people living a quality and her financial advisor collaborated with
to his home. He was unable to walk, talk, eat
or swallow, and his vision and memory were
California Community Foundation to create
life after a brain injury.”
very poor. Fortunately, he had a ready smile
a donor-advised fund targeted to that goal.
– Sharon Keith,
and was happy to be around people. He
Now, non-profit organizations that provide
Casa Colina Donor
continued with multiple therapies – physical,
residential or therapeutic programs for TBI
occupational and speech – at home and
survivors, such as Casa Colina, are able to
various rehabilitation facilities. Sharon discovered Casa
apply for grants to assist clients in need or directly for
Colina’s Outdoor Adventures Program and has been sold on
different programs. Thus far, she has generously contributed
Casa Colina’s role and reputation ever since.
and continues to support Casa Colina through personal
Christian enjoyed several fishing and sailing trips with
donations and her donor-advised fund to help patients with
Casa Colina. Sharon was impressed with the care the staff put
traumatic brain injuries.

I
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A Giant
Supporter
Brandon Crawford,
shortstop for the
San Francisco Giants
and 2012 and 2014
World Series Champions,
visited Casa Colina
patients on September
21, 2016, with his wife
Jalynne and past Casa
Colina patient and fatherin-law John Dantzcher.
With two World
Series Championships
under his belt, Brandon
Pictured from left to right: Felice Loverso, Ph.D., President and CEO of Casa Colina; Jalynne Crawford; Brandon
still finds time to pay it
Crawford; John Dantzcher and David Patterson, M.D., Medical Director of Rehabilitation Services at Casa Colina
forward and visit Casa
Colina annually to show his appreciation for care provided to
During his visit, he presented a generous check to
two of his family members. He took time to speak to patients
Casa Colina in the amount of $10,000 to support patients
about everything from baseball to motivation. Avid baseball
in need of financial assistance. Crawford is the founder of
fans lined up for a chance to meet Brandon, who signed
the “Craw Claw” and has directed proceeds to benefit
baseballs and other team memorabilia.
Casa Colina patients.
casacolina.org
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Casa Colina helps basketball player make a huge rebound after a brain injury
y the age of 25, Brent Watkins had grown accustomed to
overcoming challenges. With the clinical care he found at
Casa Colina, that same success – now as a recovering
brain injury patient – has even deeper meaning.
At Temple City High, Brent failed to make the basketball
team. “I was cut,” said Brent, explaining his inability to make
the squad, adding, “I was only 5'11" as a freshman.” So, he
played golf and baseball instead.
He went to Citrus College and continued to love
basketball but received little interest from the program, which
had already recruited its players. So, he decided to try out as
a walk-on and was thrilled when he made the team, which
at the time was ranked No. 2 in California. Now at 6'10", he
eventually started in a few games, performing capably over
the next two seasons.
The progress Brent made at Citrus College earned him
a basketball scholarship to the University of Lethbridge in
Canada, where he made the
starting lineup his first year
and averaged nearly 14
points per game. People had
begun taking notice of more
than the budding star's
formidable height.
Brent's luck faltered on July
5, 2015. He was returning to
Lethbridge from a visit home
in Temple City. He was on
Interstate 15 just west of Butte,
Montana. Weary from driving
through the night, Brent dozed
at the wheel and missed a
curve, crashing through the freeway median. His pickup
overturned. The accident left him with broken legs, multiple
broken ribs and a traumatic brain injury.
The days that followed are a blur to him. “I was in a
coma,” said Brent, who had thoughts of playing professional
basketball internationally before the accident. “I woke up for
one day and then went to sleep again for several.”
After 13 days recovering in Montana, Brent was
transferred to San Antonio Regional Hospital in Upland
where he spent a week – all of it in intensive care – before
recuperating for three more weeks at a nearby long-term care
hospital where he became medically stable and strong enough
to begin inpatient rehabilitation.
Brent was young and had strength, stamina and
athleticism, but he would need more than that to overcome
his many challenges. Brent’s father, John, a Pasadena police
officer, knew his son would need the continuum of care of an
exceptional rehabilitation system. John’s police partner had

B

Physical therapist, Ryan Lovell,
PT, DPT, fills a tall order
working with his patient
Brent Watkins in Casa Colina
Hospital's Inpatient Gym.
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recently been discharged from Casa Colina Hospital following
rehabilitation for a work-related motorcycle accident. His
partner's experience, and the recommendation from a doctor
friend, convinced John that Casa Colina’s broad continuum of
care was the best place for his son to rehabilitate.
Finally, on August 18, 2015, six weeks after the accident,
Brent was admitted to Casa Colina Hospital’s acute
rehabilitation unit.
“When he arrived here, he had some very serious medical
issues, both physical and cognitive,” said Dr. David Patterson,
a board-certified physiatrist and Medical Director of
Rehabilitation Services at Casa Colina. Those issues included
an inability to sit, stand or take steps. “We knew we had to get
him upright – he really turned a corner once we did that.”
Brent had some positive attributes that helped offset his
injuries. A college athlete, he was big and strong, disciplined,
and had a competitive spirit that inspired him to overcome
difficult situations. If anyone
could recover from such
serious injuries, it would
be Brent.
“We used his history of
being an athlete to our
advantage, encouraging him
not to quit and reminding
him how important it is for
athletes to 'play through' their
injuries,” Dr. Patterson said.
“We worked very aggressively
with him.”
As an acute rehabilitation
patient, a primary goal of
Brent’s clinical team was enabling him to shift from lying on
his back to a sitting position. Once accomplished, the next
step was to help him stand, which was no easy task, given
his towering height. Essential to accomplishing that was the
Vector Gait and Safety System®, a sophisticated dynamic
track-based, harness-like lift apparatus that enables therapists
to help patients increase mobility by gradually decreasing the
amount of their body weight that must be supported,
allowing the therapist to assist with other walking restrictions
without the fear of a patient falling. On September 11, 2015,
24 days after entering Casa Colina, Brent took his first steps
with the Vector: a 90-foot walk assisted by two therapists a
fraction of his height.
“Brent's balance was off; his coordination was off, and his
core perception was off – partly because he's so tall,” Dr.
Patterson said. “The importance of the Vector system is getting
people like Brent to stand so that we can test their deficits and
start to use the adaptive devices they would normally use.
casacolina.org
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Brent spent two months at Casa Colina Hospital's Rehabilitation Unit
where he received three hours or more of daily therapy, five days per week.
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When they’re able to do that, cognition improves. We wanted
to put Brent in a vertical environment in order to trigger
capabilities he already had.”
Ryan Lovell, PT, DPT, worked closely with Brent. He had
joined Casa Colina the previous year as a neurologic physical
therapy resident and was hired upon completion of the
program. Ryan said, “We initially used the Vector to get Brent
standing, partly because it took a lot of us to get him up. The
team decided early on that in order for him to begin walking,
we would need to have him putting weight on his extremities.
As we removed enough support to where he could start taking
steps, we began to walk him.”
After two months in acute rehabilitation, Brent was
transferred across campus to Casa Colina's Transitional Living
Center (TLC), a structured residential rehabilitation
environment that prepared him for the challenges he might
face once he returned home. Now that he was walking, it was
time to start working on regaining other skills at TLC,
including cognitive processing, balance and reaction time. In
addition to going on weekly outings in the community where
he could practice basic skills such as entering and exiting a
car, paying for meals, and problem solving in the “real world,”
he used two other high-tech rehabilitative platforms: the
Dynavision™ System and NeuroCom® Balance Master System.
Featuring a 5-foot by 4-foot board displaying an array of
computer-controlled, lighted buttons, Brent was tasked with
recognizing when a new light came on anywhere in his field
of vision and pressing the button as quickly as he could.
Thanks to Dynavision, his cognition, attention, reaction time,
and eye-hand coordination has improved dramatically.
NeuroCom’s Balance Master is a rehabilitation tool that
assesses the three distinct systems that provide information to
the brain in order to govern balance: visual, vestibular
(balance detectors in the ear) and somatosensory (conscious
perception of touch, pain, etc.). The patient stands inside an
open booth while a computer assesses his or her upright
stability and responses to changes within their environment
through pressure measurements taken by a plate in the floor.
With continued training, the device helps repair balance
impairments so that daily tasks that we take for granted, such
as walking on uneven surfaces, can be safely achieved. Now,
Brent once again walks with ease and steadiness.
Finally, therapists directed Brent's use of virtual reality
devices in the form of popular game consoles such as Wii™
and Xbox® in order to assess and improve his motor, response
and cognitive capabilities.
Brent has become extremely popular with Casa Colina
clinical staff as he carries his 6'10" frame around campus.
In January 2016, he transitioned to outpatient therapy, where
he continues to hone the skills he worked on at TLC. He
currently uses public transportation to get around, but he has
also started using a driving simulator at Casa Colina, which
could eventually get him back behind the wheel of a car.

“With Brent, we’ve been most concerned with attention
behind the wheel,” Ryan said. “Attention is a common
concern with brain injuries. Now, however, we're firing on
all cylinders – he always gives 100 percent. He's an excellent
patient who has made great progress.”
And why not? Brent's rehabilitation regimen has been
intensive, involving three hours of daily physical,
occupational and speech therapy as an inpatient and six hours
of therapy each day at TLC. He is currently receiving up to
one hour of physical, occupational and speech therapy two or
three days per week as an outpatient. This intense treatment
plan has taken him from being confined to a bed to being
back on the basketball court.
“We've been very happy with Casa Colina,” said Brent's
mother, Yvonne. “The staff there has really brought him
back a long way from where he was when he first arrived at
Casa Colina.”
Brent, who has progressed to the point where he is now
taking physical education classes at Citrus College and Mt.
San Antonio College, has experienced significant
improvement all along the Casa Colina continuum. He has
recovered approximately 75 percent of his pre-accident
functionality, intends to eventually earn his undergraduate
degree at Lethbridge and has hopes of eventually returning to
the game of basketball in some capacity.
“He's been an ideal patient, always showing improvement
in both cognitive and physical function,” Dr. Patterson said.
“There is no reason to believe he won't continue to progress
after he leaves Casa Colina.”
Brent's father has similar expectations.
“He's 400 percent better,” John said. “When he first came
to Casa Colina, he could only smile and move his toes. Now,
the change in him is unbelievable. It's been a long road of
recovery, and it's not over by any means, but I finally got my
son back.”

Work in the
Transitional Living
Center meant six
hours of individual
and group therapy
nearly every day,
preparing Brent for
a safe and successful
return home.
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Making Sure Every Grant Counts
The expansion of rehabilitation services in an effort to meet the varying needs of Casa Colina patients has been an ongoing
commitment of the hospital for many years. In that pursuit we are delighted to receive support from a wide range of funders and
benefactors, people who believe in the transformational work that is being done at Casa Colina. These friends have consistently
supported numerous programs that positively impact the lives of all patients who pass through our doors.
In 2016, Casa Colina was awarded grants totaling more than $1.4 million, including major funding from the UniHealth Foundation,
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, National Institute of Health with Caltech and UCLA, Craig H. Neilsen Foundation, California
Community Foundation-Sharon Keith Donor Advised Fund, Tri-City Mental Health and many others. We are deeply grateful for the
high level of support that we have received as we've continued to expand our continuum of care in order to provide the highest level
of medical and rehabilitation services for our patients.

UniHealth Foundation:
Promoting Discharge Success with a
High-Risk Transitional Navigation System
In an effort to broaden Casa Colina's comprehensive array of
medical services, the Casa Colina Research Institute, under
the direction of Emily Rosario, Ph.D., has been awarded an
$859,862 grant from the UniHealth Foundation, a nonprofit
philanthropic organization dedicated to supporting activities
that improve the health and well-being of individuals and
communities within Casa Colina's service area. Grant funds
are used to provide patient navigation services to high-risk
medically vulnerable patients who are discharged from
Casa Colina’s acute rehabilitation program.
In recent years, patient navigation has earned widespread
attention as an emerging profession, both within the media
and in the popular lexicon, because it fills many gaps in the
current healthcare system. This is especially true today as we
see considerable change in how healthcare is delivered and
paid for in this country.
The program funded, Promoting Discharge Success with a
High-Risk Transitional Navigation System, offers an innovative
approach to providing additional support for patients
identified as high-risk for complications following their
discharge from the hospital. It specifically addresses potential
gaps in services experienced by those who encounter obstacles
to managing their needs as they return to their communities.
Dr. Rosario oversees the project and tracks patient
outcomes, measuring factors such as the frequency of
discharged patients who experience urinary tract infections
(UTIs), pressure ulcers, pneumonia, depression, loss of
functional gains made during rehabilitation and other
complications that result in re-hospitalization. Additionally,
limitations in personal and life opportunities, decreased
quality of life and the propensity to demonstrate nonproductive behaviors, including drug abuse, are evaluated.
To minimize negative outcomes, key program initiatives
include coordination of care, provision of psychosocial and
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medical support and availing patients to community
resources for financial assistance, transportation, family
needs, translation services and referrals for individual and
group therapy, weekly or monthly educational sessions and
community activities. The program is overseen by a team
that includes nurses, social workers and community
health representatives.
“Casa Colina’s mission includes our commitment to
enhance the quality of life for every person we serve in an
environment that recognizes their uniqueness, dignity and
self-esteem,” said Felice L. Loverso, Ph.D., president and
CEO of Casa Colina. “Patient navigation services extend
this important mission to our patients even after discharge.
It is with great sincerity that we express gratitude to the
UniHealth Foundation for its generous support of these
much-needed services in our community.”

San Manuel Band of Mission Indians:
Children’s Services General Operations
The San Manuel Band of Mission Indians has provided Casa
Colina Children’s Services with a grant totaling $150,000 to
support preventive, informational and health services. The
grant is designed to help improve health outcomes while
addressing issues of concern both locally
and within Native American communities.
Through the grant, Children’s Services will be able to
serve more families while continuing to provide high-quality
assessments and therapy in hopes of addressing the needs
and priorities of affected children and families. Outcomes are
tracked and reported in order to evaluate the extent to which
goals were achieved.

National Institute of Health
Grant Collaboration with Caltech and UCLA:
Cognitive Neural Prosthetics for Clinical Applications
The National Institute of Health (NIH) has approved a
collaborative grant of which $378,470 has been allocated to
Casa Colina to conduct a five-year experimental project
evaluating neural implants for neural prosthetic applications
in patients with spinal cord injuries (SCI). The project studies
simultaneous implants in the motor cortex and the posterior
parietal cortex regions to better understand how these areas
help patients with paralysis.
The project is the first to examine the properties and
complexities of these key brain areas. Researchers will
compare how these regions code signals and how signals
generalize and sequence across multiple contexts. They also
will test whether one brain area is better than the other for
particular motor variables and whether the two provide
complementary information. Research is expected to facilitate
the improved design of neuroprosthetics.

Craig H. Neilsen Foundation:
Assistive Technology Education and Training
for Individuals with Spinal Cord Injury
The Craig H. Neilsen Foundation has approved a grant
totaling $74,730 to promote improved quality of life for
individuals living with a spinal cord injury (SCI). Funds are
used to enhance Casa Colina’s Assistive Technology Program,
which provides a wide array of advanced technology options
that allow patients to adapt and learn in order to compensate
for the limitations resulting from SCI.
Specifically, the grant helped fund the creation of a new
assistive technology lab with computer stations and other
assistive technology devices, supported by an assistive
technology specialist. The project provides SCI patients with
education and training involving technology-based equipment
specific for SCI; improved communication with the outside
world; increased potential to return to work and other
activities; and utilization of social media.

California Community Foundation
Grant/Sharon Keith Donor Advised Fund:
Implementing Rehabilitation Services for
Residents with Traumatic Brain Injury
Casa Colina has received $50,000 from the California
Community Foundation/Sharon Keith Donor Advised Fund
to support the Casa Colina at Apple Valley and Rancho Piño
Verde long-term residential facilities for residents with
traumatic brain injuries (TBI).
The facilities offer neuro-behavioral programs where staff
is trained to help patients manage their behavior while living
as independently as possible. In many cases, residents have
suffered catastrophic brain injuries and are unable to live
independently or with family due to related physical,
behavioral, emotional or other cognitive issues.
The grant allows for the purchase of specialized exercise
equipment and staff training to implement personalized
fitness programs at each of the facilities. Overseen by a
physical therapist, the goal of the project is to improve overall
health and wellness of residents.

Tri-City Mental Health:
Children’s Services Family Support
Tri-City Mental Health Services awarded Casa Colina
a $10,000 grant to provide supportive services for its
Children’s Service Family Program.
The program’s focus is to provide activities that will
address key areas of need relative to parental support
groups, age-appropriate sibling activities and events and
activities that help facilitate a connection with other families
and the community. The hope is to promote socialization
and strengthen family bonding. Activities include sibling
workshops and family fun nights/community connection
events. The grant will fund 16 or more specially designed
family-focused events.

casacolina.org
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D onors and volunteers make Casa Colina strong
Casa Colina Foundation is grateful to the individuals, families, foundations and corporations who understand its mission and have chosen to
support the needs of its patients and help give them the opportunity to receive medical and rehabilitative care. Some donate time to help bring a
more personal touch to the challenges of medical recovery and rehabilitation. In the last year, 459 volunteers contributed more than 38,000 hours
of service to Casa Colina’s programs. Many others have made financial contributions. Through these cumulative gifts of $100 or more received
between April 2015 and December 2016, you have shown that Casa Colina has a dynamic support system to meet its commitment to excellence
for the community’s present and future medical and rehabilitation needs. Your generosity has helped Casa Colina expand its services, pursue
innovative treatments, continue signature programs and provide charity care. Thank you for your caring and support.

FRANCES ELEANOR
SMITH SOCIETY
Pacesetter
$100,000+
Panish Shea & Boyle, LLP
Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
Stemmle Family Trust
Unihealth Foundation

Ambassadors
$25,000–$99,999
Individuals
Allison and Randy Blackman
Diane and Timothy M. Crow
Samuel De Luca
Doris Drucker
Sharon Keith
Dottie Rountree
Ellen and Wing Tam, Ph.D.
Organizations
Aramark Global Business Services
Baker Family Foundation
Craig H. Neilsen Foundation
Disability Communications Fund
Haaker Equipment Company
John P. Previti Memorial Foundation
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Robert and Beverly Lewis
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Steward
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Nita and Frank Alvarez
Leona and Robert Barnes
Jeff Boand
Eve and Ted Christensen
Brandon Crawford
Wendy and Dale Duncan, C.P.A.
Karen DuPont
Jill and William Dwyre
David Feltch
Joanne and Robert Floyd
Scott Fullmer
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Diane and Stephen Graeber
Cindy Haaker
Coralea Harbushka
Jim Hooper
Mary Lou Jensen
Terrance Johnson
Stephanie Kaplan and Robert Villegas
Mary Ann Kenney
Karen and George Langley
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Jill and Peter Hogenson
Shin and Allen Huang, M.D.
Jack Irvin
Carolyn and Lowell Jelden
Ann and Jess Johannsen
Kimberly and E.J. Johnson
Steve Jones
Richard Katz
Gayle and Mark Kaufman
Deborah Kidwell
Rosa and Edward Kler
Nicole Kolpack
Lauren and David Krake
Jan and Stuart W. Krasner
Michael Kuhar
Allison and John Landherr
Donald L. Lawson
Luanne and Steven Lelewer
Rosalinda and Chris Leyva
Steven Liu
Cecilia and Charles Long
Ann Luc
Sarah and Arthur Ludwick
Penny Magnusen
Nicole and David Martin
Barbara and Gary Martinez
Laura and Rene Martinez
Julie and Douglas McCormack
Janet McRae
Sheila and Jay G. Mendon
Sarah and Keith Miller
Arvind Mohile, M.D.
Rebecca Moore
Ann Morgan, Psy.D. and Stephen C.
Morgan, Ed.D.
Jennifer and Cam Movafagian
Matthew Napoli
Sue Newton
Susan V. Newton
Thomas E. Nix
Diane Norton
Leesa and Jon Novack
Bethany O'Connor, M.D.
Anthony R. Orefice III
Amelia Ostroff
Lisa and Stephen Patton
Tom Payne
Lourdes and Emilio Perez
Mariana Pilario
Mariette and Elmer Pineda, M.D.
Anna Platt
Barry Pritchard
Rick Pruden
Tawnie and Phil Putignano
Elizabeth Reeves
John R. Robinson
Angela and Jose Rodriguez M.D.
Sheila Rosenberg, Ph.D.
Carol Roy
Rachel L. Schreiber
Karen and Rocky Sherer
Don Shipley
Dorothy Sjoberg
Robert W. Smith
Linda and Jeff Southern
Suzanne and Dennis Spahr
Doris E. Syme
Karli Tanner
Ross Thomas
Nancy and John Todd
Tena Tucker

Ann and Michael Tudor
Jonas Ulrich
Priti Vaidya and Manish Patel
Vince Vegna
Sharon and Jack Walter
Paul Watson
Rene and Reggie Webb
Rachel Yarrow
Harold Young
Organizations
Adept Home Health Services, Inc.
Claremont Dental Institute
Claremont Toyota
Colour Wheelchairs
Crown Lexus
Direct Connection Mailing
Edwards Mother Earth Foundation
Fulwider Patton LLP
GE Foundation
Inter Valley Health Plan
Julien Entertainment
Kay, McLane, Bednarski & Litt, LLP
Lexus Champions for Charity
Metz and Harrison, LLP
Mrs. Smith's X-cessories-N-Things
Omega Cinema Props
Oticon
Pappas Artisanal Restaurant
Richard Clouse,
A Professional Corporation
San Gabriel Valley Kennel Club, Inc
Superior Duct Fabrication, Inc.
The Brokerage Commercial, Ins.
The Wooditch Company
United Way, Inc.
Wells Fargo
Wheelie Medical Supply
Xcel Mechanical

Bronze
$100–$499
Individuals
Stephen P. Adams
Makenna and Paul Adling
Alejandra Aguilar
Kimberly Aguilar
Marlene Aguirre
Sekar N. Aiyer
Joe Alderete
Cherrol and Kurt Allan
Walter R. Allen
Laura Alvarado
Debbie and David Amador, Sr.
Laura and David Amador, Jr.
Kenneth W. Anderson
Teresa and Tony Andres
Curtis Annett
Liz Aragon
Elizabeth Arboleda
Kathleen and Patrick Armstrong
Francine Aron
Lydia Arwin, D.D.S.
David Atkinson
John Bachmann
Jalal Badday, M.D.
Shirley and Fred Baker
Francine and William Baker
Bala Balakrishnan
Maria Banuelos
Sarah G. Barnes
Annette and Daniel Bauman
Margaret Bauman, M.D.
Carina Bautista
Yvonne and James Bell
Shauna and James Bell
Laurel Benjamin

Rebecca Bennett
Dolores and Leonard Berkowitz
Diana Bermudez
Terry and James Bessant
Kathleen and Matthew Blackman
Leon Blankstein
Stephen Bledsoe
Stephanie Boles
Mick Bollinger
Mary Borba Parente
Crystal Bortoluzzi
Rebecca and Alyssa Bostrom
Robert Botello
Marty Bowers
Wendy Bowler
Jake Boyle
Lauri and Don Brannon
Susan and Nikolaus Brinkama
Kathy Broders
Beth Brooks
Paul A. Brower
Richard Brown
Cyndi and Ben Browne
Barbara Browning
Chas Browning
Dawn and Lamonte Bryan
Johnna and Steven Bryant
Gina and James Burciaga
Ellen Bustamante
Erica and David Buxbaum
Steve Caiozzo
Bill Calvert
Kenneth Camarella
Mark Campbell
Lenore and Paul Carey
Maria Caro
Bonni and Don Carr
Richard L. Carr, Jr.
Roderick Justin Carroll
Alta and Alan Carter
J. and B. Case
James Casso
Maria Castillo
Tarra Castillo
Alma Castro
Maria Castro Taylor
Silvia Cerrillos
Michael Chai, M.D.
Virginia E. Chambers
Cathy and Anthony Chanin
Laurie and Thomas Charchut
Cameron Cheung
Esther Chew
Thomas J. Chew
Jim Chick
Linda Church
Jean Cinigoyenetche
Erendira Cisneros-Sanchez
Cheryl Clark
JoDee Clark
Kathi J. Clark
Jacqueline and Edward Cohen
Alicia and Chris Cole
Maxine Colvin
Nancy Comia-Hoffman
Blanche and John Comino
Charles E. Coniglio
Gus Corrales
Gregory Cossio
Mary and Roy Cossio
Dennis Costantino
Nancy and Craig Crampton
Heather Crapo
Tracy and Joseph Crates
Connie Crawford
Jason R. Crebs
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People who made a difference
Emelita Cristal
Joe Croft
Garrett Cunningham
Stephen Curley
Winifred and Warren Cutting, D.D.S.
Elaine and Peter Da Valle
Harold D. Damuth, Jr.
Laura and Mark Dandoy
Laura and Cosmo D'Aquila
Mark Davila
Joseph E. Davis III
Barbara F. Day
Sallie and Harley Deere, Jr., M.D.
Suzie and David Del Sesto
Manuel Delgadillo
Calver Dell' Aquila
Connie DeRosa
Hari Dhiman
Jennifer Diaz
John G. Dieterich
Melody and Alfredo Digue
Bob Diltz
Tom Dolan
Raquel and Glen Dominguez
Theodore and Suzanne Dondanville
Olivia Doss
Marilyn and Donald Driftmier
Peter Dubrawski
Lowell DuPont
Jane Dwyre Garton
Maria V. DyBuncio
John C. Edwards
Thomas Edwards
Margaret A. Egnew
Ethan Eller
Teresa and Sean Elmslie-Britt
M. and Dennis Endert
Annette Ermshar, Ph.D.
Beatriz Espinoza
Robyn and Cy Estabrook
Lisa Ewan
Nancy and Peter Ezzell
Roman Fan
Patricia and Phillip Fant
Jim Farrand
Abelardo Favela
Joseph Feghali
Jon Fehrman
Linda Felton
Sue and F. D. Fernandes
Donita Van Horik and John Fielder
Russell Fittante
Eric Fleming
Karen Flores
Greg Franke
Robert Franklin
Kevin J. Frejlach
Arthur Friedman
H. Gail Friedman
Kenneth A. Friednash
Nancy Frye
K. Rose and Jose Fuentes, Ph.D.
LaVerne and Daniel Fujimoto
Mark Fuller
Leonardo Gallo
Keri A. Garcia
Mark Gardner
Grasiela Garibaldi
Esmeralda and Victor Garnica
Karen Gastineau
Sean Gateley
Fred Gattas
Brian Gebhart
Jenetta Gee
Susan and David George
Tom George
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Mary Beth Geraci
Denise and Dennis Gideon
Miranda and Howard Gilford
Celina and David Gillette
Roger A. Ginsburg
Susan and Harvey Giss
Patrick Githens
Elizabeth Glenn-Bottari
Doris and R.E. Godfrey
Ignacio Godinez
Irma L. Gomez
Antoinette and Randy Gonzales
Salvador Gonzalez
Sergio Gonzalez
Judith Goss
Kathryn A. Gough
Suzanne Goya
Barbara Greenfield
Daila and Larry Gridley
Keith Grier
Wanda and Allen Griffin
Norma and Rafael Groswirt
Lois and William Gruber
Mary Gunther
Robert Gusman
John Gutheil
Jay D. Hadley
Daniel R. Hallisey
Ira R. Halpern
Jill and William Hanley
John Hanson
Jeannette and Tony Harold
Michael Harris
Laura Hatcher
Winston Hauw
Desiree Hawkins
Jack Hector
Mary and Thomas Hegedus
Monica Heider
Susan Heldman
Ratana Heng
Ernest Hernandez
Johana Hernandez
Julie and Mark Hicks
Trixie and Ed Hidalgo
Rachel Hill
Alice and Perry Hillburg, D.P.M.
Elizabeth and Stephen Hillery
Bricky and Larry Hirigoyen
Rick M. Hirsch, D.O.
Mel Hodell
Jennifer Hoge
Mireya Holguin
Howard Hollander
Frances and Jack J. Holton, M.D.
Christopher Horsley
Karen and Michael Horsley
Melissa Howard
Karen and Bruce Hoxsey
Monty Hudson
William E. Huff
Anita Hughes
Joanne and John Hughes
Katie Hughes
Rita and David Hunt
Deborah Huskey
Pamela Hutt
Thuy (Tammy) Huynh
Vince Illia
Lisa and Daryl Imler
Ria J. Inkrott
Barbara and Jack Irvin
Victor Irwin
Eileen and Chester Jaeger
Elizabeth Janairo
Katheryn Jann

Marian and Jack Jarvis
Terry Jeffers
Connor Jenkins
Barbara Johannsen
Amanda Johnson
Mona and Floyd Johnson
Christine and Robert Johnson
Suzanne Johnson
Margaret and Daniel Johnston
Kesley and Robert Johnston
Ranjit N. Karu, M.D.
Robert Kasner
Rochelle Kellner
Anita Kelly
Debbie Key
Blanche A. Kline
Holly Kolar
Gerald Kootman
Lucille Kostovny
Marion L. Kramer
Paula and Russell Kraus
Robert Kress
Cheryl and Todd Kroll
Robert Kryger
Gary Kurp
Chelsea Kuzio
Adene B. Lacy
Allison and John Landherr
Melanie Lane
Wendy M. Lau
Babette and Charles Laverty
Barbara LaZear
Mariko and Richard Lee
Linda and Peter Lew, Jr.
Geoffrey Lewis
Margery and Jeffrey Lewis
Devorah Lieberman, Ph.D.
and Roger Auerbach
Cathryn and Warren Line, Jr.
Jill and Charles Lineberger
Nona and Armando Lising
Micky Lo
Lisa and Mark Locklear
Charles Long
Sandra Lopez
Pauline Louie
Carol and Brent Lovelace
Jaclyn Lucariello
Loretta and Charles Luskin
Kelly Lynch
Cyril G. Macapagal
Guadalupe Madott
Barbara and Patrick Mahoney
Jeffrey R. Maisch
Azhar Majeed, M.D.
Thomas Malo
Leilani Manuel
Eliodora Maradiaga
Anthony Mardirosian
Dennis Mari
Andy Marquez
Maria V. Marquez
Laurel and Dean Marshall
Debra Martin
Marty and Rick Martin
Maritza and Angel Martinez
C. R. Mason
Aileen and Charles Mason
Thomas Matreyek
Margene Maxwell
Boba Maxx
David B. Maynard
Thomas McCandless
Karen and Stuart McCarthy M.D.
Janet M. McCrae
Nancy and Bill McDonald

People who made a difference
LaDonna Slade and Colin McDonald
Melissa McElligatt
Darrell McGehee
Kim McIntyre
Lisa McKay
Brent Meier
Karen Meneely
Veronica Mensik
Karen and Bradley Mercer
Virginia and James Meriwether, M.D.
Kristine and Todd Merrill
Meriem Metry
Samuel Miceli
Scott Miles
Cassandra Miller
Mary Alice Mina
Jose Minero
Joseph Miscoski
Paul Mize
Sharon Modyman
Barbara Montez
Olive and Arthur C. Moore
Tim Moore
Myreena Moreno
Mike Morgan
Tricia Morgan-Putt and Larry Putt
Nancy and Jeffrey Moriarty
Anne and J. Richard Morrissey
Jennifer Moskal
Michael Muschler
Kristina and Kenneth Nairne
Anna and Joseph Napoli
Bud Nasser
Kathy Nauertz
Susan Navarro and Don Morefield
Mariza Naylor
Martha K. Neff
Patricia Nelson
Carol Nokes
Michael Nolan
Eloise Nonato
Jacqueline Norton
Arlene and Martin Norton
Robert Nunnally
Sylvia and Fred Nureddine
Laura and James O’Brien
Chuck Ochoa
Larry Olin
Eileen Ormston
Elizabeth Oro
Jennifer Ortega
Debra and Kenneth Ouellette
Teresa Owens
Jim Paliwoda
Diana Palumbo
Nick Pappas
Kathee and Wayne Partee
Pankaj Patel
Lynne C. Pateman and Findlay Bunting
Robin C. Paterson
Lynn and David Paulson
M. Anne and John Payne
Pat Penney-Fichtner
Don Perchlak
Jenny and Carlos Perez
Johnny Perez
Sharon Perez
Evelyn and John Perrine
Barbara Perry-Lorek and Ian Lorek
Geraldine and Eugene Peterson
Allison and Chris Pettit
Ellen and Gary B. Phillips, D.D.S.
Michael Pichugin
Dyan and James Pignatelli
Francine Plevin
Jeff Pope

Bart Porter
Elizabeth Porter and Susan B. Kushlan
Ida and Jack Porter
Kevin Prestesater
Rosemary Pudlik
Donna and James Quinn
Andrew Quinonez
Joann Ramirez
Harlan Ray
George Reandon, Jr.
Jo Ann and Donald Redd
Susan and Roger Redhead
Rick Reed
Patricia A. Reetz
Mark Regus
Steve Reh
Stephanie Richardson
Diann and Robert Ring
Isela Rivas
Katherine and Anthony Roach
Jeffrey Roche
Nancy Roe
Karen Rogers
Richard Rogina
Ellen Roh
Vanessa Romero
Bryan Rose
William S. Rugg
Newell Ruggles
Gina Ruiz
Bob Russi
Nancy Sagheb
Raquel Salas
Michelle Salzman
Kathy San Martino
Raquel Sanchez
Ruben Sanchez
Jessica and Marques Saravia
Thanakor Sathienkijwanit
M. Phillmore Saunders
William Savel
Leona Sawvell
Karen and Gale Scalzi
Jessica Scanlon
Wes Schaefer
Lyman Scheel
Jerome Schlachter
Michael Schlachter
Tamara Schlachter
Richard Schlegel
Clarissa and Robert Schnabel
Caroline Schnakers
Debra M. Schultz
Gary Schwary
Barbara Seidnar
Shannon and Lance Shafer
Jerry Sharman
Brad Sheridan
Jack B. Sherman
Tyson Shih, M.D.
Marilyn and Daniel Simpson
Janie and Larry Sims
Hatem S. Sinnukrot
Cathy and Don Slaght
Janine W. Slucter
Kathy Smith
Manuela Smith
Pamela and Mike Smith
Randall Smith
Leland and Talis Smith
Christine and Timothy Snyder
Christina and Robert Solano
David I. Solomon
Armineh and Daniel Solters
Karen J. Songer
Lisa Sousamian

Kerry and John Spieker
Ashley Stacey
William Stephens
Steve Stone
Cliff Stotts
Susan and Dan Stroebel
Doug Sturgis
Patricia and Michael Surface
Charles Swan
Rossana Tan
Jack F. Tanaka
Merrianne B. Taylor
Jeremy Thomason
D. Susan Thompson
Sheryl A. Tidus
Cathelyn L. Timple
Fiona Tindall
James Tinyo
Jessica Torres
Michael S. Tracey
John Trapani
David Triepke
Wendy Tucker and Marco Ferreira
Howard Ulm
Diane and Morgan Underwood, III
Bianey Valdez
Marylyn Valdez
Manuel Valencia
Vera Vannauker
Eileen and Keith VanVliet
Martha Vargas
Rodolfo Vega
Elizabeth and Anthony Vernetti
Priscilla Vetter
Kelsey Villa
Oskar Von Heydenreich
Nancy R. Waldman
Cindy Walkenbach
Robert S. Warren
Catherine Watrous
Bob Weatherton
Rene Weiser
Jane Weldon
Emy L. Weller
David B. Welsh
Richard West
Paul Westerhoff
Laura and Dennis Wheeler
Otto White
Ron S. White
Roberta and Ronald White
Dianne D. Whiting
Roger Wilkinson
Dee Williams
Cheryl Wilton
Shannon Wiser
Marlene Witt
David Wolf
Lee Wolfe
Catherine Wolff
Mari-Ann and James Woodward
Terence and Patricia Worsham
Mitchell E. Wright
Myron D. Yeager
Farzad Yektafar
Marie Yeseta
Phil Zampiello
Gary Zavadil
Tom Zavadil
Beth and Duane Zea
Randy C. Zinck
Organizations
A Family Style Home RCFE, LLC
Alta Foodcraft Coffee &
Refreshment Services

Cerner Corporation
Claremont Center For Spiritual Healing
Coates Cyclery
Edison International –
Employee Contributions Campaign
Elliott Institute, Inc.
Fornos Law Firm
Fusion Academy
GE Capital
Haight Brown & Bonesteel, LLP
Hub International Insurance Services Inc.
Industry Manufacturers Council
Inkworks Design and Print Inc.
Inland Regional Center
Ladies of Columbus
Law Office of Vera & Barbosa
Louis R. Fisher & Associates
Network for Good
Ontario Fury
Option In Home Care
Paul Larsen Consulting, LLC
Pete Conaty & Associates
Pomona Valley Memorial Park
Pomona Valley Section NCNW
Rancho Cucamonga SCE
Employee Contribution
Sales Media
SCM Associates
Student Council at Carden Arbor
View School
Taboo Hair Care
The Brick Market and Deli
The San Gabriel Pomona Parents' Place
Toyota Logistics Services, Inc.
Upland Woman's Club
Webb Family Enterprises, Inc.

SUSTAINING MEMBERS OF
FRANCES ELEANOR SMITH
CIRCLE OF GIVING
Cheri Addington
Louise and Jorge Alacio
Michele Alaniz
Teresa and Tony Andres
Francine Aron
Harriet and Frederick Aronow
Mara and Ernie Arredondo
Judith and David Attaway
Maria Banuelos
Mary Lyn Barber
Garnold F. Bodenheimer
Stephanie Bradhurst
Rodger Brasier
Lisa Brenner-Lockwood and Ross
Lockwood
Jessica Burchett
Alma Castro
Maria Castro Taylor
Deborah and Scott Cheben
Linda Church
Kristin M. Clayton
Keith Colder
Alicia and Christopher Cole
Charles Dean, III
Manuel Delgadillo
Olivia Doss
Karen DuPont
Teresa and Sean Elmslie-Britt
Beatriz Espinoza
Laura Espinoza
Lisa Ewan
Claudia Flores
Scott Fullmer
Gumercinda Garcia
Sean Gateley
Celina and David Gillette

Patrick Githens
Suzanne Goya
Mary Gunther
Lesia Gustafson
Swana Hafoka
Veronica and Jacob Hazen
Rachel Hill
Mireya Holguin
Howard Hollander
Melissa Howard
Katie Hughes and Emek Obasi
Thuy (Tammy) Huynh
Ria J. Inkrott
Sandra Irvine
Elizabeth Janairo
Katheryn Jann
Maria Jiron
Barbara Johannsen
Stephanie Kaplan and Robert Villegas
Gisela Lakkees
Sarah Landkammer
Melanie Lane
Spencer Laplaca
Kenneth Larracas
Ross Lesins
Rosalinda and Chris Leyva
Sandra Lopez
Jaclyn Lucariello
Lisa Ly
Lisa McKay
Sheila and Jay G. Mendon
Lydea Millet
Barbara Montez
Rebecca Moore
Tim Morrison
Jasmine Moten
Patrick Munoz
Anna and Joseph Napoli
Grace and Emmanuel Neizer
Lilia N. Nevarez-Gutierrez
Thanh Toby Nguyen
Alexandria Nicks
Eileen Ormston
Lisa Oropeza-Villar
Susan and Rodney Peek
Lourdes Peralta
Johnny Perez
Lourdes and Emilio Perez
Evelyn and John Perrine
Jennyfer and Arthur Poduska
Tawnie and Phil Putignano
Joann Ramirez
Katrina Ramirez
Paramy M. Raxajack
Harlan Ray
Patricia A. Reetz
Elizabeth Reeves
Kelli Richer
Isela Rivas
Nancy Roe
Emily Rosario, Ph.D. and Nick Terry, DMA
Sheila Rosenberg, Ph.D.
Gina and Christian Ruiz
Raquel Salas
Raquel Sanchez
Jessica and Marques Saravia
Caroline Schnakers
Cindy and Walter Sendor
Cassandra Shafer
Daniel Skenderian, Ph.D.
Neva Smith
Deborah and Ronald Snyder
Delaine Soratorio
Lisa Sousamian
William Stephens
Geneva Stewart

Susan and Dan Stroebel
Michael Swager
Karli Tanner
Natasha Thomas
Jessica Torres
Priti Vaidya and Manish Patel
Marylyn Valdez
Rodolfo Vega
Kelsey Villa
Dianne D. Whiting
Catherine Wolff
Suzie Wong-Okamoto
Marie Yeseta

MEMORIALS
Gary Bell
Shauna and James Bell
Kathleen Bell
Michael Doyle
Margene Maxwell
Illana Naylor
Mariza Naylor
Boyd Brake
Barbara F. Day
Gale Daugherty
Clarice R. Olive
Randy Gee
Joyce and James Allen
Elita H. Balfour
Carolyn Blashek
Shelley Buck
Michael Carney
Virginia E. Chambers
Cathy and Anthony Chanin
Laurie and Thomas Charchut
Mary Cohen
Winifred and Warren Cutting, D.D.S.
Mark Davila
Susanne F. Donnelly
Peter Dubrawski
Maria V. DyBuncio
Nancy and Peter Ezzell
Nancy Frye
Alex Gillingham
Theresa M. Gruber-Tapsoba
Dorothy Haight
Susan Heldman
Adene B. Lacy
Cathryn and Warren Line, Jr.
Marty and Rick Martin
Karen and Bradley Mercer
Mary Alice Mina
Matthew Napoli
Laura and James O'Brien
Teresa Owens
Lisa and Stephen Patton
Karen Rogers
Ellen Roh
Michelle Salzman
Jessica Scanlon
Janet F. Kean and Erik E. Skinner
Pamela and Mike Smith
Leland and Talis Smith
Karen J. Songer
Kerry and John Spieker
Courtney and Jonathan Spieker
Gerald Torner
Cheryl Wilton
Shannon Wiser
Paul Larsen Consulting LLC
Haight Brown & Bonesteel LLP
John Graver
Tena Tucker

Ruth Irwin
Annell and Jerald Groene
Ann and James Porter
Barbara and James Zavadil
Wilbur Jew
Suzie and Gerry Gee
Ruby and Tom Kwan
Pauline Louie
Annie Owyang
Kristina Yano
James Kerr
Michelle Perusse
Elaine Kuhar
Michael Kuhar
Urias Liwanag
Cathelyn L. Timple
Peggy Luchansky
JoDee Clark
Sheri Ilfeld
Hoa Nguyen
Jennifer S. Nido
Paul O'Mara
David I. Solomon
Jay Master
Joanne and Robert Floyd
Clarice R. Olive
Alexis Marx Miller
Dottie Rountree
Denise Natter
Daniel Skenderian, Ph.D.
Sanford Newton
Tena Tucker
James Polhemus
Cece Krelitz
Marcy and Douglas Polhemus
Carol Wasserson
Clarice R. Olive

TRIBUTES/HONORS
Don Driftmier
Susan V. Newton
Phil Feghali
Richard Katz
Maureen Gee
Nancy Sagheb
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gough
Kathryn A. Gough
Mick Hodgson
Frances Anderton
Mary and Enrique Aular
Roderick Justin Carroll
Joan and Thomas Dunsmuir
Kelly Lynch
Boba Maxx
Lynne C. Pateman and Findlay Bunting
Amelia and Ralph Saltsman

GIFT-IN-KIND
For a complete list of our
Gift-in-Kind supporters, please
visit www.casacolina.org/
giving-support.aspx

We strive to keep accurate
records. If there is an error
or omission, please contact
the Foundation office at
909/596-7733, ext. 2222.
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More specialized care, close to home

Casa Colina’s Operational Performance

Casa Colina opened its doors in 1938 as an inpatient treatment center for children rehabilitating from polio. Since then, its
staff, with the support of Casa Colina’s Board of Directors, has continually expanded services to meet the growing needs of the
community and beyond. In anticipation of future changes in healthcare combined with the surrounding area’s middle-aged and
elderly populations growing at a faster rate than the rest of California, Casa Colina has constructed and opened a new 31-bed
acute care hospital on its 20-acre Pomona campus to compliment its nationally renowned rehabilitation services.

Net Revenue from Operations

Casa Colina offers the following medical
and rehabilitation services:
◆ Acute care hospital with 68 rehabilitation beds, six private
intensive care unit beds, 25 private medical beds, three
operating rooms and a gastroenterology procedure room.
Accredited by the Joint Commission

◆

Diagnostic imaging

$70m

◆

Audiology

$65m

◆

Children’s services

◆

Adult day health care

◆

Research institute

$55m

Post-acute transitional living center with 42 residential
rehabilitation beds, day treatment and home and
community services. Accredited by the Commission on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities

◆

Laboratory

$50m

◆

Support groups

$45m

◆

Wellness and fitness programs

◆

Community and professional education programs

◆

Outdoor Adventures recreational therapy program

◆

◆

Long-term residential facilities in Apple Valley and Lucerne
Valley with 76 beds for people with traumatic brain injuries;
18 beds in Claremont for adults with developmental delay.
Licensed by the Department of Social Services

◆

Outpatient rehabilitation centers in Pomona and Azusa

◆

Physician clinics with more than 30 medical specialties

◆

Hyperbaric medicine

Also on the Pomona campus:
◆ Outpatient surgery services
◆

Medical office building with urgent care, retail pharmacy,
private physician practices and dialysis center (opening soon)

◆

Inland Neurosurgery Institute

Operating Entities*
Financial Performance (Unaudited)

(Excluding Foundation)
$80m

Revenues
Gross patient and other services
Other operating revenue
Transfers from Foundation
for uncompensated care
and community benefits
Total Revenues

$75m

$60m

Operating Expenses
Salaries and benefits
Other expenses
Total Operating Expenses

$40m

Net Income from Operations
Prior to Depreciation, Interest
and Amortization

$35m
$30m

2016
$69,246,000
3,490,000

2015
$64,033,000
3,191,000

2,594,000
75,330,000

2,185,000
69,409,000

46,249,000
14,182,000
60,431,000

42,211,000
12,235,000
54,446,000

$14,899,000

$14,963,000

$25m
$20m
$15m
$10m

To learn more about Casa Colina’s continuum of care, please visit our web site at www.casacolina.org
or email care@casacolina.org or call us at 909/596-7733, ext. 2232. We look forward to hearing
from you and welcome your questions and/or comments.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
*Excludes Foundation

Balance Sheets
Our Mission
Casa Colina will provide individuals the opportunity to maximize their medical
recovery and rehabilitation potential efficiently in an environment that recognizes
their uniqueness, dignity and self-esteem.

Our Vision
Leading and continuously redefining a patient-centered approach for
those requiring highly specialized medically-driven levels of care.

Our Values
It is our commitment to enhance the quality
of life of every person we serve.
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(Unaudited/Consolidated)
March 31, 2016 and 2015
Assets
Current assets
Investments
Assets limited as to use
Property and equipment, net
Other assets
Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Assets
Current liabilities
Long-term debt
and other liabilities
Unrestricted and
restricted net assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

2016
$34,845,000
72,711,000
16,429,000
111,178,000
2,826,000
$237,989,000

2015
$26,686,000
73,467,000
17,864,000
88,973,000
3,164,000
$210,154,000

$20,412,000

$16,219,000

58,518,000

38,761,000

159,059,000
$237,989,000

155,174,000
$210,154,000
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A Publication of Casa Colina Foundation

255 East Bonita Avenue
P.O. Box 6001
Pomona, CA 91769-6001

Contact Us
Casa Colina Hospital
and Centers for Healthcare
255 East Bonita Avenue, P.O. Box 6001
Pomona, CA 91769-6001

Corporate Offices – Ext. 2300
Diagnostic Imaging – Ext. 4541
Finance/Patient Accounting – Ext. 5558
Foundation – Ext. 2232

909/596-7733 or toll-free 800/926-5462
TDD-TTY-Q 909/596-3646
Email: care@casacolina.org
www.casacolina.org

Human Resources – Ext. 2150

Adult Day Health Care – Ext. 4400

Padua Village – Ext. 4400

Casa Colina Hospital – Ext. 3000

Physician Clinics – Ext. 3800

Children’s Services – Ext. 4200

Transitional Living Center – Ext. 4100

Laboratory – Ext. 3150
Outdoor Adventures – Ext. 2200
Outpatient Rehabilitation – Ext. 3500

Casa Colina Azusa Center
910 East Alosta Avenue
Azusa, CA 91702-2709
626/334-8735
Casa Colina at Rancho Piño Verde
11981 Midway Avenue
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356
760/248-6245
Casa Colina at Apple Valley
22200 Highway 18
Apple Valley, CA 92307
760/247-7711

